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  BLESSED BONDS 
“Keeping People and Pets Together” 

The Story of Emma, Sammy & their 
human companion, Marlene 
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  BLESSED BONDS 
“Keeping People and Pets Together” 

Mission Statement:   Preserve 
the human-animal companion 
bond and promote its value. 

Vision Statement:  Prevent 
owner relinquishment to animal 
shelters  by creating a society 
that believes in and helps 
maintain lifelong human-animal 
companion relationships.  

                    In times of personal crisis,  
             owners  give up their pets to shelters 

 Many owners would choose to keep their 
pets if given the option. 

 More owners consider pets family 
members; increase in relinquishments 
because of economic downturn since 2008 

 Pet owners in need is a national crisis:  
BLESSED BONDS receives calls from 
people in need from all over the country. 
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BLESSED BONDS prevents owner give-ups by 
providing help in times of crisis including:  

 Medical: orthopedic surgeries, 
rehabilitation, cancer treatments, bone 
marrow transplants, infections, 
psychiatric, alcohol and drug treatment, 
emergency hospitalization, health crisis in 
seniors  

 Home Displacement: emergency 
evacuations: flood, hurricane, tornado, 
collapsed roof, fire, foreclosures, 
evictions, temporary homelessness 

 Family/Personal: emergency travel to 
assist family, domestic violence, jail, 
divorce, job loss  

Saving Human-Animal Companion Bonds 
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            “Keeping People and Pets Together” 

 Phone counseling and creative problem-solving 
options allow families to keep their pets 
includes loaning of cat towers, referral to 
community resources including pet-friendly 
housing &  options for disabled and seniors, low 
cost boarding. 

 Temporary in-home assistance helps pets stay 
with their families  

 Temporary pet fostering during times of crisis 
allows families to keep their pets. 

So happy to see you again!  
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Saving Pet Owners Saves Lives 
 Families keep the pets they love; Pets keep the families they 

love. 

 Pets stay happy, housetrained, social and financially supported. 

 Less adoptable (including senior and special needs) pets keep 
their owners and their lives. 

 In crisis, owners have one less heartbreak to face because they 
do not have to give up their pets. 

 Joy amidst the hardships:  Everybody feels happy –fosters are 
having fun, owners are grateful, and the pets enjoy their stay at 
their loving “B&Bs.” 

 When we save owners, we are saving their ability to adopt in the 
future and new adopters can take those who truly need new 
homes. 

Bubs–came as owner give-up and 
became a temporary foster 
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Pets and People Reunited 

Dogs and cats go back to their  
original homes 80% of the time 
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Temporary fostering is Fun! 

Benefits to Animal Welfare, Community and Society 

 Keeps pets with their loving families 
who financially and physically provide 
for them  

 Reduces the number of animals 
entering & euthanized in the animal 
welfare system: more shelter spaces & 
resources can be used for those 
animals truly in need of new homes 

 Promotes  kindness to people &pets 
 Promotes societal belief that pets are 

family, too 

“The  
ul(mate  
vision  is  a  
society  
that  no  
longer  
believes  
in  giving  
up  pets”  
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The Process   
•  Pet owner calls, e-mails a request or brings pet to 

shelter and asked to fill out a foster pet assessment.  

•    Problem-solving options are explored.  Are there 
foster homes or re-homing options within family or 
friends? Will a cat tower help? In-home assistance? 

  Foster home volunteers are contacted if needed.  
Veterinary care authorization and contract are 
signed. Owners ensure vet care & supplies; pets go to 
foster homes. 

  BLESSED BONDS 
“Keeping People and Pets Together” 

Mission Statement:   Preserve the 
human-animal companion bond and 
promote its value. 

Vision Statement:  Prevent owner 
relinquishment to animal shelters  by 
creating a society that believes in and 
helps maintain lifelong human-animal 
companion relationships.  
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Blessed Bond’s mission is to 
preserve the human-animal 
companion bond and promote its 
value. 

Blessed Bonds envisions  the 
prevention of  owner relinquishment 
to animal shelters  by creating a 
society that believes in and helps 
maintain lifelong human-animal 
companion relationships.  

BLESSED BONDS and A.D.O.P.T. 

     A.D.O.P.T.'s mission shall be to 
improve the quality of life of 
animals and to place them into 
loving and permanent homes 
through rescue, extraordinary and 
compassionate care and humane 
education. 

      A.D.O.P.T. envisions  a 
community where every pet has a 
permanent and loving home, every 
companion animal is spayed or 
neutered, and all pets are treated 
with respect and compassion. 
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 Benefits to becoming a 
program of a shelter 

 Vet and medical care streamlined 
 Place to meet and carry out activities 
  Strong Community presence 
 Back up for animals needing new homes 
 Integrates care of the BOND 
 Easier to get and maintain support for program 

that is part of a larger physical presence 
 Encouraging others to follow; can start small  
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Benefits to a shelter: 
 Helps with shelter’s mission: Saves and 

enhances quality of more animal lives every 
year 

 Reaches out to and serves  the people of the 
community 

 Attracts a new set of volunteers and fosters 
 New kind of publicity attracts supporters 

(including businesses) who want to help both 
people & pets  

The case of Tinkerbelle 
    Personal crisis of owner:  

Brought to shelter but 
wants to keep her 

1 and ½ months later: 
reunited 
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Getting Started: 
 Watch the webinair  on www.blessedbonds.com  

 Talk to your local shelter or rescue organization 
about volunteering to be a temporary foster home 
or starting up a temporary program.  

 Consider starting an in-house temporary pet foster 
program in a senior residence facility, church, 
neighborhood watch, or any other pre-existing 
group. 

 Get together with animal-loving volunteers in your 
community to decide the best way to proceed. 

The next step…………… 
 Select volunteers to lead the program. 
 Get article in local newspaper, church 

bulletins, volunteer match, to attract new 
people who may not already be active animal 
welfare volunteers. 

 Modify Blessed Bonds forms and procedures 
to your organization  

 Apply for Petco’s “We are Family, too” grant 
and others available for this purpose 
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  Saving the Bond is Catching On! 

 ADOPT/Blessed Bonds   
 PAWSCHICAGO Safe Haven 
 Anti-Cruelty Society S.A.F.E. 
 Lost our Home Pet Foundation (Nev) 
 FosterMyPet  (Mpls)   
 Seer Farms      (NJ) 
 Austin Pets Alive PASS program (Tx) 
 Guardian Angels for Soldiers Pets/NetPets   
 Pets for Life NYC 

“Every man and woman who thinks 
simply and naturally cannot do 
otherwise than express love in 
ACTION – not only in behalf of 
human beings but also in behalf of 
all living things.” 

       ~ Albert Schweitzer 


